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ABSTRACT. The papor jirosonis a statirttical analysis of fiold intensity ot tlio internal 
short wave stations of All India Radio over the period of a complete solar cycle (1042  5 2 ). 
The yearly, seasonal and monthly variations of the field inl(aisity and their correlation with 
sunspot numbers have been shown in a series of grajihs. An int(*n'sting fcMiturt' of the 
analysis is that thi  ^ night-tiriK^ field intensity has beim found to be comdati'd with solar 
activity. This is rather inexplicubh^ since no ionoHpluuic absorption is usually assum(>d for 
tho night-time projiagation.
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
It is known that over long distances of pro|)agalion, short wave radio eonnninii- 
eation is carried out vift  the ioiiospltere and is, therefore, inHiieneed by the variable 
conditions ot'curring therein. It is generally observed that short wave radio 
signal varies in its intensity both on a short term as well as on a long term liasis. 
At present, it is rather diffitiilt to exfilain the exact nature and cause ot sueh 
variations, mainly due to our imulecpiato knowledge of the ionosphere and its 
effect on short wave ra(iio eomrmini(*ation. However, an indirect attempt to study 
the nature of such varying conditions can lie made* by eorrelat-ing tlu^  fi(‘ld iinten- 
sity observations with known variable parameters as are assexuated witli the eharac;- 
teristics of the ionosphere.
This paper presents the results of some statistical studies of the (iliservexl 
values of field intensity of the internal short- wave stations of All India Kadio over 
a period of a complete solar cycle(1942.1 i)r>2). The measurements of fi<dd intensity 
of Bombay, Calcutta and Marlras transmitters ar(‘ made at regular intervals at 
Delhi. The stations use frecpiencies in the 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7 and 9 Me/s bands for their 
internal services. Sufficient data are available for the various frequencies at 
different times of the day and night. The analysis has been carried out with a 
view to studying the monthly, seasonal and sunspot cycle variation of field 
intensity.
In Part II of the paper, a comparison will be made between the observed 
values of the field strength and those calculated from known methods. The vari­
ous assumptions in the methods of calculation will also be discussed.
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2 . M E T H O D  O F  A N A L Y S I S
Measurenieiits of field intensity made by All India Radio at Delhi on 
fr(*(|uen(*ies in the 3 , 5, 7 and 9 Mc/s bands from each of the three transmitting 
stations at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras at different times of the day and night, 
have been used for the analysis. In order to find out how the ionospheric absorp* 
tion influences propagation of these frecpiencies, two representative times have 
been consiflered. The periods are (a) between 12 0 0  and 1400 hours 1ST which is 
considered to correspond to the period of maximum absorption and (b) between 
2000 and 2200 hours 1ST, which corresponds to the minimum absorption. 1ST 
(IiKiian Standard Time) is 5^ hours ahead of GMT. In order to find out the monthly 
value of the field intensity, all the measurements between 12 0 0  and 1400 1ST 
on any frequency for any of the three stations for a particular month are grouped 
together and the average value is <;alled the midday field intensity for the month. 
Similarly, the average value between 2000 and 2200 1ST is calculated and is 
called the night-time field intensity.
ft has been found that there is not mudi difference in the value of field 
intensity on a particular frequency at 1200  from its value at 1400 1ST on a parti­
cular day and similarly the field intensity at 2000 is very nearly the same as at 
2 2 0 0 1ST. The day-to-day variation in the field strength on any of the frequencies 
at any hour between 12 0 0  and 1400 1ST is not large, while the same between 2000 
and 220 0  1ST is sometimes appreciable. It has, however, been observed that the 
ratio between the maximum and the minimum for the period 2000 to 2200 1ST 
hardly exceeds 3 to 4 db. During the period 1200-1400 1ST, the ratio is much 
less.
The monthly mean values of field intensity are thus arrived at for the midday 
and night-time periods on 3,5,7 and 9 Mc/s bands for the transmitters at Bombay, 
Cahiutta and Madras for the period 1942-11)52. These monthly mean values 
represent the ‘Upper Decile’ figures of the field intensity. For convenience of 
analysis, the upper decile values have been reduced by 13.3 db to arrive at the 
corresponding lower decile figures. It may be pointed out that in practical 
problems on radio transmissions, the lower decile value is usually of greater 
interest than the upper decile figure. Thus, all field intensity values shown in 
the paper in the form of curves etc., represent the lower decile figures.
The measurements of field intensity of the internal short wave stations of 
All India Radio at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras wdiich are analysed in this 
paper w^ ere carried out at Delhi. The distance of the receiving centre from the 
transmitting stations and their location are given below:—
(i) Bombay (Lat. Long: 73'^0'E), distance from receiving station:
1140 kms.
(ii) Calcutta (Lat. 2 2 ° 30'N, Long: 8 8° 30' E), distance from receiving sta­
tion: 1320 kms.
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(iii) Madras (Lat: 13^  0 ' N,Long: 80° L5' E ) , distance from receiving station: 
1760 kms. TIeceiving station: Delhi (Lat: 28° 35'N, Long: 77° 5'E)
The transmitters at all tlie (iiffcrcnt stations are indcntical and radiate a power 
of 10 kw. The transmitting aerial is mostly a horizontal dipole situated 7/16A 
above the ground.
The following analyses have been carried out:
(i) Correlation with sunspot numbci*.
(ii) Monthly variation of field intensity.
(iii) Yearly variation of field intensity for different seasons.
The results of the analysis are presented graphically wherein the values 
shown for the field intensity are in decibels above one microvolt per metro.
3. (i). C O R R E L A T I O N  W I T H  S U N S P O T  N U M H E R
To study the effect of the sunspot number on the variation of field intensity, 
yearly averages of all the mean values for th(^  midday and night-time periods, 
and the relative sunspot iiumber for the years have been plotted. This analj'sis 
is particularly interesting for the night-time period since theoretically it is assumed 
that during the night the ionospheric absorption is usually negligible and for all 
practical purposes of (calculations, it is taken to l)e zero. A correlation with 
sunspot activity would indicate that the inonospheric absorption cannot be neg­
lected during the night and a proper allowance should be made. This will further 
be discussed later in the paper.
3(ii). M O N T H L Y  V A R I A T I O N  O F  T ]I E F I E L D  I N T E N S I T Y
An analysis has been made to indicate tlie variation of field intensity from 
immth to month over the period 1942-1952. The mean values of field intensities 
for a particular month over the 1 1 year period hav(‘ been grouped iogethc^r and 
averages arrived at. The average field intensity for different months is plotted 
for different frequencies and transmitting stations. The resulting curve w(mld, 
therefore, indicate the average variation in the field intensity that would be ex­
pected from month to month during a complete solar cycle. A better method of 
representing this monthly variation would have been to plot separate system of 
curves for ea<ch sunspot index, e.g., maximum, medium and minimum and indicate
the average monthly variation during different phases of sunspot activity. Such 
a system would have been of more practical interest since one would be able to 
compute from these curves the changes in the monthly values of field intensity 
associated with solar activity. We have not included such analysis in the pre­
sent paper since sufficient measurements of field intensity in different months 
are not available for any frequency for any of the transmitting stations for dif­
ferent phases of solar activity.
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:Miii). Y E A K L Y  V A R I A T I O N  O F  F I E L D  I N T E N S I T Y
In order to study the yearly variation of field intensity in different seasons 
and its eorrclation with sunsj^ot number, the monthly mean values have been 
groujied together for the three seasons namely, summer (May to August), winter 
(JSIovember to February) and equinox (March, April, September and October). 
'Jdie average field intensity for any season has, then been plotted for different 
years. The yearly average sunsjiot number is also indicated in the same figure 
to show correlation of field intensity with solar activity. Separate curves have 
been plotted for separate frequencies and for different transmitting stations.
4. H  K S U L T  8  O F  T H E  A N A L Y S I S
Th(5 three typt's of analysis described above have been made for all operating 
fnujucncies of the stations (Bombay, Calcutta and Madras), in the 3, 5, 7 and 9 
Mc/s bands during midday and night-time periods. The results of the analysis 
are discussed below for midday and night-time periods separately.
(a) M iddxuf P eriod  (1200-1400 1ST)
7 and 9 Mc/s have mostly been used at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras for the 
period 1942-1952. No atteinj)!- has been made to correlate the yearly variation 
of field intensity with sunspot number, since sufficient data are not available in
each year on either 7 or 9 Mc/s . This is because partly 7 and partly 9 Mc/s was 
used during the midday period over the 1 1  years.
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The monthly variation of the field iiilenBity :{-ii) has been shown in 
figures 1 aiid 2 for 7 and 9 Me/s respectively. It will be seen from figure 1 that 
on 7 Mc/s there is not iiUK-h variation in the field inlcuisity from month to month. 
The maximum to minimuni variation for Bombay is fiom 21 to IG db above 
] //v/m, the average being about 18 db. For Calcutta, the maximum to minimum 
variation is roughly the same and the average is somewhat 1ow(t tlian that of 
Bombay. For Madras, mearurements for sufficient number of years are Jiot avail­
able for an analysis to be made. So far as the seasonal variation is concerned, 
it is interesting to note that there is no a})})reciable difference in tlie field intensity 
from summer to winter.
9 Mc/s has been more extensively used in the midday period. Figure 2 shows 
that the monthly variations of the field intensity for Bombay, Calcutta and Madras 
are not much different from one another. Higher values have l)een obtained in 
November and December as expected. "I’he average value for most of th(‘ months 
is about 18 db al)Ove l/n^m.
Figures 3 and 4 show the yearly variation of the field intensity (sc<* Sijction 
3-iii) on 7 and 9 Mc/s for summer. The sunspot mimlx'r has also b(‘cn shovui 
for correlation. It wilt be seen from these figuf'cs that  ^ M(*/s has been used in 
low sunspot period and 9 Mc/s in high sunspot activity. Tlu‘ variations of field
intensity are well correlated with the sunspot activity: the field intensity is low on 
high sunspot activity and vice versa. This is cxpoclcd since the; ionospheric 
absorption (non-deviative) is supposed to have a linear i'(ilationshif) with sunspot 
number.
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Figures 5 to 8 show similar variation of field intensity for equinox and winter. 
While in ecjuinox there is a dose correlation with sunspot activity, in winter it 
will he seen that for Calcutta and Bombay, the field intensity is lower in low
Figs. 5 & 6 . Y early  variat ion of field intensity (inid-day period) for equinox).
Figs. 7 & 8 . Y early  variation of field intensity (mid-day period) for winter. J indicates 
interpolated values.
sunspot activity period. I t is too early to suggest any reason for this apparent 
discrepancy; more data are required.
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(b) Night-Time Period (2000-22001ST).
3 and 5 Mc/s have mostly been used at Bombay. Calcutta and Madras for Ihe
period 1942-1952. Figure 9 shows the correlation with sunspot aelivity (See. 3-i)
of the yearly average of the field intensity on 5  Mc/s for the transmitters at 
Bombay. Calcutta and Madras. It will be noted that the yearly variation of 
field intensity is more or less well correlated with sunspot numbers, although for 
Madras, the correlation is not so well defined. The analysis indicates that it is not 
correct to assume specular reflection from the ionosphere during night with zero
Fig. 1). ( ‘orrolation with sunspot activ ity  (night-time)-
absorption. The sunspot cycle has a distinct effect on ionospheric }>ropagation 
during the night; the exact mechanism of its effect on the absorption at night is, 
however, not clearly understood. But it is apjiarent that due allowam e should 
be made for the sunspot cycle when theoretical calculation of field intensity on 
long distance propagation during night is undertaken. No attempt is made to 
evolve an empirical formula for such absorption since the rlata at our disposal 
are not considered sufficient.
Figures 10  and 1 1  show the monthly variation of field strength (Sec. 3-ii) 
on 5 and 3 Mc/s respectively. 3 Mc/s has not been used for the months April to 
August, the frequency being well below the optimum frequency of operation. 
The Madras transmitter has also used 3 Mc/s very infrequently and the monthly 
variation of its field intensity has, therefore, not been shown in figure 1 1 .
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It will be seen from figure 10  that the monthly variation of field intensity 
in respect of th(* transmitters at Bom}>ay, (-aleutta and Madras follow one another 
during most of the months. There are, however, significant variations during the 
winter months. Calcutta figures are higher than the corresponding ones for 
Bombay and Madras during the months of January and February. Similarly, 
the Bombay figures are higher in the months of November and December than the 
corre8])oiifling ones for Calcutta and Madras. These variations can to some 
extent be explained to be due to the different distances of transmissions involved
Figs. 10 & 11. Monthly variation of field intensity (night-time).
and the difference in the orientation of the aerials at the three transmitting sta­
tions with respect to the receiving station at Delhi. The downward monthly 
trend for Bombay and Madras figures for the months of January and February is 
inexplicable since one would except the field intensity to be higher during the 
winter month. Calcutta figures, however, show an upward trend. I t was earlier 
seen in figure 1, that on 7 Mc/s during midday there was no significant difference 
between the field intensities from month to month. In figure 10, it is seen that 
although the field intensities for the three stations during the period March to 
October do not vary much, the average being of the order of 40 db, the variations 
for the winter months are quite significant. Insufficient data are available re* 
regarding field intensity on 3 Mc/s (figure 11).
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Figure 12 shows the yearly variation of the field intensity (Sec. 3-iii) on 5 
Mc/s for summer. The sunspot number has also l)cen shown for correlation. 
It will be seen from this figure that there is some correlation between the field 
intensity and solar activity. The field intensity is quite low during high sunspot 
activity and high during low sunspot numbers. There is also a close correlation 
between the field intensity variations for Bombay, Calcutta and Madras from year 
to year. The trend is nearly the same for all the three stations.
Fig. 12. Yearly variation of field iulimsity (night-tiiiu^ ) for suiiuiior. |  indicutcK intor- 
polatod values.
Figure 13 shows the yearly variation of the field intensity on 5 Mc/s for ccpiinox. 
While there is some correlation between the field intensity and sunspot activity 
in summer for all the stations (figure 1 2 ), il will be seen from fi^ rure 111 that the 
variation of field intensity for Madras shows an inverse correlation with sunspot 
numbers in equinox during the year 1942-45. So far as Bombay and Calcutta 
are concerned, they do show some correlation. The peculiar behaviour for Madras 
is not readily understandable.
Figure 14 shows the yearly variation of the field intensity on 5 Mc/s for winter. 
Here again the Madras field intensity shows an inverse correlation with sunspot 
numbers (1946-49) as in the case of equinox. It is significant to note that the 
field intensity variations for Madras indicate inverse correlationship with sunspot 
activity both for equinox and winter seasons, whereas in summer the position is 
as one would expect.
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Fig. 14. Yoarly variation of field intensity (night-time) for winter. indicates inter­
polated values.
As already indicated, sufficient measurements are not available on 3 Mc/s. 
This band has mostly been used in winter and the yearly variations for Bombay
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and Calcutta are shown in iigiiro 15. Even wiih the limited d-da. it is seen that 
the field intensity variations show some correlation with sunspot a(;t.ivity.
n. R U M M A K V '  A N D  C O L U S I () N
We note from figures 1 to 8 that both the monthly and yearly variations of 
the field intensity for different seasons during midday as observed at Delhi for 
transmitters at Domhay, Calcutta and Madras radiating on 9 Mc/s follow the sun- 
spot activity rather cfiosely. The values ealeulated from the (..RPL and the 
SPIM (1952) methods are somewhat higher which we shall discuss in Part IT of 
this paper.
Figure 9 indicates correlation of night-time field intensity with sunspot 
numbers. Figim  ^ 10 to 15 indicate monthly and yearly variations of the field 
intensity for different seasons during the Jiighl-time period as observe. 1 at Delhi 
for transmitters at Bombay, Calcutta and Madras radiating on 3 and 5 Me/s. 
The interesting feature of this analysis is that there appears to be a close correla­
tion with sunspot numbers even during the night -time. Absorption seems to bo 
higher on high sunspot activity and lower on the low values of sunsiKit numbers. 
This indicates a possibility that there is a residual D- and E-layer ionisation during 
the night-time on higher sunspot numbers. The recombination rate may also 
bo insufficient to eliminate at night all the D- and E-layer ionisation as produced 
during the day-time. This may be due to a higher ion-density during the day 
for which the collisional frequency is not sufficient as to produce a complete re­
combination during the night.
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